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ROHR TREND ALERT!!

Dear Alert Service Subscriber,
This is a critical short-term view:
With Deutsche Bank’s travails behind us (for now) the focus gets back to the economic data
and the central banks. The data has been a bit better on balance (even out of the allegedly
Brexit-crippled UK) even if Services PMI’s disappointed to some degree and Euro-zone Retail
Sales were well below estimates this morning. We are about to see US Factory Orders as well.
And it is a big central bank week right into the weekend. We’ve had quite a bit of ECB- and
Fed-speak so far this week, with more of the latter due from midday into this evening. That will
intensify during the coming G20 meeting accompanied by the IMF/World Bank meeting into
the weekend.
Yet the still only passingly stronger data likely means the central banks will not move toward
any precipitous tightening, and that should still support the equities in the near term.
This is the critical consideration:
We have already reviewed at length the importance of the 2,160-55 area due to the lead
contract S&P 500 future swings out of mid-July through early September. And the December
S&P 500 future has stalled on recent rallies from not too far above it.
Yet the market swinging repeatedly above and below it is essentially eliminating it as a key area. As
far as lower supports, we once again note the previous December S&P 500 future violation of
nominal early August 2,141.50 trading low support was telling, leading to the early September
test of the more prominent 2,120 and 2,105-00 congestion areas that remain major lower
supports. Yet more recently that 2,141.50 (with a bit of Tolerance) has proven to be more
critical, as evidenced by it even holding on the Deutsche-driven selloff last week and again
Tuesday.
Higher resistances remain 2,185-90 weekly Oscillator and hefty congestion, along with the
extended weekly Oscillator resistance that moved up to 2,225 this week.
[For those of you who are subscribers, see the latest analysis and Market Observations writeup at www.rohr-blog.com for more on the current trend evolution. Market Observations are
available to Gold and Platinum subscribers.]
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered
positions or have orders working based on this view.
Thanks for your interest.
This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohrblog.com for Platinum echelon subscribers.
Please reply ‘Unsubscribe’ if you no longer wish to receive these emails.
Contact: rohralert@gmail.com
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